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Overview
Preference communication is a constant
challenge in engineering, there’s a need
for finding a common language between
engineers and other stakeholders.
This research explores the benefits of
relating
storytelling
elements
to
engineering communication.
V-model

Why storytelling?

Concept of Operations example from the
NASA Systems Engineering Handbook

S-curve from “Illuminate” by Nancy Duarte and Patti
Sanchez

Many
highly
regarded
systems
engineers agree that the “why” story of
any design drives the outcome.
Communication is the key to the
success of systems. Storytelling , being
an intrinsic characteristic of human
beings, is one of the most effective
communication medium. It has already
been applied to fields typically not
associated with the art form (e.g.
science, history, decision analysis).
Cheshire cat from Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland

Why not equations?

Technology readiness levels

Mathematical representations of systems
do not fully capture the desires of the
stakeholder. Furthermore it is rarely seen
in practice that only equations and
mathematical documents are passed
between individuals. Since storytelling is
already happening, we are looking to
formalize
and
understand
these
interactions.

What are the links?
• The V-model and the drama arc depict
the journey of a “system” from start to
finish.
• TRLs are narratives of the different
stages of the system’s plot.
• The S-curve acknowledges how the
status quo can lead to a stall and
pushes for (technological) innovation.
• Digital twins represent the possible and
real stories of their real life counterparts.

Dramatic arc from Shelley’s Soliloquy website

Future Work

The Ethics Challenge by Lockheed Martin,
boardgamegeek.com
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Few research questions to be explored:
• Do different types of storytelling
impact preferences and the beliefs?
• How to develop stories in value based
world.
• Classify types of audiences according
to background and preferences.
• Is there a correlation b/w background
and type of preferred storytelling?

